Abstract-Feedback regulation in biochemical systems is fundamental to homeostasis, with failure causing disease or death. Recent work has found that cooperation between feedback and buffering-the use of reservoirs of molecules to maintain molecular concentrations-is often critical for biochemical regulation, and that buffering can act as a derivative or lead controller. However, buffering differs from derivative feedback in important ways: it is not typically limited by stability constraints on the parallel feedback loop, for some signals it acts instead as a low-pass filter, and it can change the location of disturbances in the closed-loop system. Here, we propose a frequency-domain framework for studying the regulatory properties of bufferfeedback systems. We determine standard single-output closedloop transfer functions and discuss loop-shaping properties. We also derive novel fundamental limits for buffer-feedback regulation, which show that buffering and removal processes can reduce the fundamental limits on feedback regulation. We apply the framework to study the regulation for glycolysis (anaerobic metabolism) with creatine phosphate buffering.
I. INTRODUCTION
Discovering the universal principles of biological robustness is important for understanding the principles of life, treating complex diseases, and creating de novo synthetic biology [11] . A ubiquitous mechanism for robustness in biology is feedback regulation, which has received extensive study [1] , [6] , [10] , [11] , [15] , [21] . However, universal theories of robustness need to be extended beyond feedback regulation [11] . Buffering-the use of reservoirs of molecules to maintain molecular concentrations-is another important and ubiquitous mechanism for robust regulation in biology [9] , [17] . In contrast to one another, feedback acts via a biological actuator (e.g., a regulated enzyme) [9] , [17] , while buffering, as we consider it in this paper, is a non-actuated form of regulation occurring via Le Chatelierdriven reactions. Examples include pH buffering, ATP energy buffering via creatine phosphate, reservoirs established through cell compartmentalization and other spatial barriers [4] , [9] , [17] . Other forms of buffering include small synthetic biology networks designed to increase component modularity [20] . Outside of biology, combined regulation through feedback and buffering tanks is common in industrial chemical processes [8] .
In recent work, we have found that cooperation between feedback and buffering mechanisms are often critical for biochemical regulation, and that buffering can act as a derivative or lead controller [9] . However, buffering differs from derivative feedback: it is not typically limited by any stability constraints on the parallel feedback loop [9] , such as from delays or autocatalysis (where the system's output is necessary to catalyze its own production -see [6] , [18] ). Further, for some signals it acts instead as a lowpass filter, closer to a two degrees-of-freedom controller, and it can change the location of disturbances in the closedloop system. As a result, the analysis requires a modified approach from standard control theory in order to take the structure of buffer-feedback regulation into account. Due to the regulatory constraints arising from autocatalytic networks in biology [5] , [6] , [13] , [18] , it is important for this modified approach to incorporate fundamental limits on feedback regulation.
In this paper, we study frequency-domain properties of buffer-feedback regulation. We create a general framework to extend our recent work from minimal models [9] to higher-order single-output models. We determine standard closed-loop transfer functions for buffer-feedback regulatory structures and describe their loop-shaping properties. We also determine novel fundamental limits on buffer-feedback regulation that are functions of separate open-loop contributions from feedback and buffering. These limits show that buffering and removal processes can reduce fundamental constraints on feedback regulation. Finally, we apply the developed framework to the analysis of glycolysis (anaerobic metabolism) with creatine phosphate buffering: a buffered, autocatalytic biochemical system.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section II introduces the problem formulation, Section III determines the closed-loop transfer functions, Section IV discusses loopshaping properties of buffer-feedback systems, Section V determines fundamental constraints on the closed loop systems, and Section VI applies the framework to the example of glycolysis.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we propose a general model for bufferfeedback regulatory systems. We first propose an inputoutput model, and then include buffering and feedback. An example of the final model is diagrammed in Figure 1 . 
A. Input-Output Model
We consider the single-output process model
where y : R → R is the regulated species concentration, z :
are the production rates of y and z respectively, r y : R n × R → R and r z : R n × R → R n−1 are the removal rates at y and z respectively, and d y : R → R and d z : R → R are the disturbances at y and z respectively. We are interested in studying the behaviour of the regulatory system about a set pointȳ. For example, we could haveȳ = 3mM ATP for energy regulation. For the nominal case (d y = d z = 0), we therefore assume that the steady-state inputs u h =ū h (ȳ) and u b =ū b (ȳ) are a function ofȳ, and that for (1) there is a nominal closed-loop steady state (ȳ,z) of interest.
We define the deviations about the nominal steady state as
Linearizing (1), we obtain
where
all of which are evaluated at the nominal steady state (ȳ,z) and nominal input (ū h ,ū b ) for the open-loop system.
B. Process Model with Buffering
We next include a buffering system, expanding (1) to bė
where x is the buffering species concentration, r x : R → R is the removal rate of x, d x : R → R represents a disturbance at the buffering species x, the (lumped) buffering reactions are g y : R n → R and g x : R n → R with g y representing y→x and g x representing x→y, and d b : R → R represents a disturbance in the buffering reactions g y and g x . The additional terms to those in (1) are highlighted in bold.
We define the case r x = 0 as lossless buffering and the case r x = 0 as dissipative buffering or buffering with a removal process. Consistent with the no buffering case, we assume that for (1) there is a nominal (
whereū b = 0 for the lossless case.
We define the deviation for the buffering species
and linearize (3) to obtain
which are evaluated at the nominal steady state (ȳ,z,x).
III. TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
In this section, we determine a set of transfer functions between the system variables.
A. Process Model
The frequency-domain representation of the process model in (2) is (see Appendix)
Block Diagram of Buffer-Feedback Regulation described by Equation (7). To simplify the layout, we use inputÛ b =ȳU b and disturbanceŝ
are the scaled output and disturbances in the frequencydomain, L (·) is the Laplace transform, s is the complex frequency,
are the Laplace transforms of the scaled feedback and buffer inputs respectively, and
We initially keep the scaling factors separate from the transfer functions for two reasons: First, the relation to existing sensitivity analysis used in biological modelling [12] is more explicit. Second, the disturbance size may not be independent of feedback and buffering, e.g., due to molecular noise [9] .
B. Closed Loop (Buffering and Feedback)
The transfer function model for the closed-loop system (4) is (see Appendix)
where S(s) is the classical sensitivity function [19] , the unscaled feedback ispU h = −Ĉ h (s)ȳY , and
C. Scaled Transfer Functions
The scaled transfer function model for the closed-loop system (4), as represented in Figure 2 , is
where we setĝ =ȳ as x in (3) can be scaled byȳ (see
IV. LOOP-SHAPING PROPERTIES
In this section, we discuss the loop-shaping concepts for feedback-buffering regulatory systems, which generalizes [9] to a higher-order setting. These include the lead/derivative controller properties of buffers, the stabilizing effect of buffering, and the low-pass filtering property of buffering. We highlight both similarities and differences with traditional control structures.
A. Buffers Act as Derivative or Lead Controllers
We first show that that buffers can act as derivative or lead controllers. For the nominal case, the buffering is equivalent to feedback of the form
It can be noted that (9) is the standard form for a lead controller [9] . For the case that a xx = 0 (lossless buffering), we have an equivalence to derivative filtering, where
For a xx = 0, the buffering has no effect on the steadystate regulation, which is handled by the parallel feedback loop. Dissipative buffering may regulate the steady state as C b (0) = 0. However, the addition of dissipative buffering can require an increase in the steady-state production rate p y ; this increase can also increase the size of disturbancesd yz and so can partially or fully negate the improvement in steady-state regulation.
B. Buffers Can Stabilize Feedback
We can observe that buffers have the ability to stabilize feedback due to two properties: First, buffering has a parallel action to feedback and is not typically subject to the nonminimum phase constraints from delays or autocatalysis. For the open-loop transfer function (8), the RHP zeros and delays will typically be contained in the feedback plant G h . As σ y C b is independent of G h , it is also independent of its RHP zeros or delays. Second, a derivative or lead controller is known to help stabilize feedback by providing the controller with phase lead [14] .
C. Buffers Can Also Act as Low-Pass Filters
We also show that buffers can also act as a barrier between the disturbance and the output. The barrier is in the form of a low-pass filter for disturbances at d x . We can observe this result by noting that
The combined derivative control and low-pass filtering properties of buffering is similar to a two degrees-of-freedom controller [2] , [19] with an additional constraint C l p
V. FUNDAMENTAL LIMITS
In this section, we derive novel fundamental limits for buffer-feedback systems in terms of separate open-loop contributions from the feedback and buffering. We find that buffering and removal processes can reduce fundamental constraints on feedback.
Theorem 1 is an application of previous limits [7] that takes into account the structure of buffer-feedback systems. In the following section we refer to 'closed-loop stability', where the system in Figure 2 , with additional disturbances at U h ,Y and state X, is internally stable. Also, in Theorem 2 and 3 we assume that C h has no unstable pole-zero cancellations with G h to ensure well-posed conditions for open-loop zeros of L h .
A. Bode's Sensitivity Integral
We first determine the effect of buffering on Bode's sensitivity integral [19] , [16] , [2] . We show that Bode's sensitivity integral is reduced by increasing forward buffering kinetic constant σ y .
Theorem 1: Assuming proper, rational C h , strictly proper G h , and closed-loop stability, then Bode's sensitivity integral is 
B. Weighted Sensitivity Integral
We next study the integral constraints for the case where the open-loop feedback has an unstable zero, but the openloop buffering has only stable zeros.
Theorem 2: Assuming proper, rational C h , and closedloop stability, then
We follow a modification of the proof in [7] . The sensitivity function S can be factorized as S = S ap S mp where S mp is a minimum phase transfer function and S ap is an all-pass transfer function, both unique up to sign [7] . We have [7] 
where the sensitivity function S can be factorized as S = S ap S mp , S mp is a minimum phase transfer function and
is an all-pass transfer function, both unique up to sign [7] . For the case of unstable poles then (11). However, the effectiveness of the limit reduction from buffering depends upon the location of the feedback zero z.
Although Theorem 2 is specifically for feedback and buffering, the approach can also be used for other cases with multiple loops where only one loop has an unstable zero.
C. Constraints on the Peak of the Sensitivity Function
We next study the constraints on the peak of the sensitivity function for the case where the feedback loop has a unstable zero, but the buffering loop has only stable zeros.
Theorem 3: Assuming proper, rational C h (s) and w p (s), stable w p S and closed-loop stability, then
where 
We follow a modification of the proof in [7] . If there are no RHP poles then from the maximum modulus principle [7] and L h (z) = 0, we have
If there are RHP poles then using factorization S = S ap S mp (see Proof of Theorem 2), we have
As above, Theorem 2 shows that buffering is effective at improving fundamental limits of feedback with open-loop unstable zeros if |1 + L b (z)| is sufficiently large.
VI. EXAMPLE: GLYCOLYSIS
In this section, we apply our framework to the analysis of glycolytic regulation with creatine phosphate buffering. Glycolysis is an interesting example as it is both core to energy metabolism [3] and the autocatalytic nature of its biochemical reactions results in the primary feedback mechanism having unstable open-loop poles and zeros [6] . Here, we show the effect of creatine phosphate on reducing the fundamental limits for glycolytic regulation.
A. Model of Glycolysis with ATP Buffering
We use a model of glycolysis based on that proposed in [6] , with the addition of buffering [9] . Consideṙ
Buffering where y represents ATP concentration, z is a lumped variable representing intermediate metabolites, and x represents the pCr (creatine phosphate) concentration. g y (y, x) and g x (x, y) are the forward and reverse ATP ↔ pCr reactions respectively, f represents the flux through phosphofructokinase (PFK), w(y)z represents the flux through pyruvate kinase (PK), q represents the stoichiometric "investment-return" ratio associated with autocatalysis and V y represents the nominal ATP demand.
The nominal steady state occurs when
The linearization of the three-state model is
Matching with (4), we have
B. Transfer Functions
Scaling the feedback input by settingp = f (ȳ,ū h ) = V y , we have the transfer functions
Thus we have
We can observe that G y and G y G h have the same poles, while the zero of G y is in the LHP and the zero of G y G h is in the RHP. Depending upon the parameters, the open-loop feedback poles can be in the RHP or LHP [6] .
C. Fundamental Constraints
The unstable zero in L h introduces a constraint on feedback regulation. However, we can use Theorem 2 and 3 to show that the buffering can reduce this limit if |1 + L b (z)| is sufficiently large. The unstable zero of L h is at z =w/q, and so we have
We can observe that for σ x ≫w/q, where the buffer is faster than the dynamics of the unstable zero then
and so the regulatory limits in Theorem 2 and 3 can be reduced by increasing the buffer equilibrium ratio σ y /σ x [9] , where
If the z =w/q is small then σ y /σ x is required to be very large for the buffer to be effective.
For σ x ≪w/q, where the time to buffering equilibrium is slower than the dynamics of the unstable zero, then
and so the regulatory limits in Theorem 2 and 3 can be reduced by increasing σ y , where Figures 3 and 4 shows the effect of increasing the buffering via an increase in the forward buffering kinetic constant σ y and proportional feedback C h = h. Buffering can be seen to attenuate the oscillations from feedback, and also allow a stronger feedback gain without instability.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a frequency-domain framework for analyzing buffer-feedback systems in cellular regulation. We determined standard closed-loop transfer function, loop-shaping properties, and the effect of buffering on fundamental limits. We then applied the methodology to the analysis of glycolysis. The work is likely to have a wide range of applications for biological regulation as well as autocatalytic networks more generally. 
APPENDIX I TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

A. Plant Transfer Function
The frequency-domain representation for (2) 
B. Closed Loop
We use the open-loop transfer function to determine the buffered, closed-loop transfer functions, i.e., feedback and buffering in (5) . Comparing (2) and (4), we have
Transforming (4) and (14) 
